
W
elcome to Season 15, quite a milestone, which

we are marking with a celebration of British

cinema. The first question, then, is what is a

British film? Unfortunately, having a British cast, crew

and director is not enough for a British film has to be

financed with British cash. The Harry Potter franchise

for example, may appear to be pure Blighty – but the

money has come from the wrong side of the Atlantic.

The next issue was which films. We immediately rejected

the idea of a list determined by some notion of the “best”

British films. This season is a celebration, not a dry

intellectual exercise and besides, over the years we have

shown so many films that would qualify, we’d end up

with a complete season of repeats - not really an option

with so many entertaining, surprising and, yes, great

films still to be shown.  

For pure entertainment we have Carry on Cleo, the most

cinematic of all the Carry Ons and Life of Brian while

films by some of our most popular Directors (David

Lean, Danny Boyle, Michal Powell & Emeric

Pressburger, Ken Loach etc.) provide the variety every

season needs.

As for surprises, we have Animal Farm, the first full-

length British animation; Tawny Pipit, a charming peek

into wartime rural life, and a special anniversary

screening of The Great White Silence, a remarkable

documentary by Herbert Ponting shot during Scott’s

fateful expedition. We’ve even managed to slip in a

foreign language film – Coming up Roses, a delightful

(and subtitled!) Welsh language tale about an

independent cinema’s battle for survival in South Wales.

We’ll also be showing an eclectic selection of British

shorts to introduce each screening.

Do join us - we look forward to welcoming you.

The Fleapit Cinema Club



The Fleapit Cinema Club
Westerham Hall

Quebec Avenue, Westerham, Kent.

Doors and bar open 7:30pm 
Main Feature starts 8:00pm unless otherwise indicated

† Sunday Matinée 2:30pm for 3:00pm

THE SEASOn AT A GLAnCE

Made in Dagenham 23rd September ‘11

Oliver Twist 7th October ‘11

† A Man for All Seasons † 16th October ‘11

Animal Farm 21st October ‘11

Peeping Tom 4th november ‘11

Tawny Pipit 18th november ‘11

Life of Brian 9th December ‘11

Trainspotting 6th January ‘12

† Magic Lantern Show † 15th January ‘12

Kes 20th January ‘12

Silent night* 3rd February ‘12

It Always Rains on Sunday 17th February ‘12

Rhosyn a Rhith Coming Up Roses 2nd March ‘12

† Black narcissus † 12th March ‘12

Yield to the night 16th March ‘12

Carry on Cleo 30th March ‘12

† Great White Silence † 1st April ‘12

Ice Cold in Alex 13th April ‘12

*See programme for details

Tickets for Members’ Guests are £3.50
payable on the door.

Seats are allocated on a first come, first served basis.
Film Clubs are not bound by the classification system of the British Board of
Film Censors. We leave it to the personal judgement of parents and guardians
to decide if a film is suitable and will gladly give additional information on any
of the films being shown.

For further information please contact:
Mark Mountjoy on 01959-561501

manager@fleapit.info www.fleapit.info
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Fifteenth Season
September 2011 - April 2012

The Fleapit Cinema Club



Made in Dagenham 23/9/11
2010 / 113 min. / Colour

Director: Nigel Cole

Sally Hawkins, Bob Hoskins, Miranda Richardson,

Geraldine James

It’s 1968 and the 187 female machinists who assemble

upholstery at Ford’s Dagenham plant have had enough of lousy

working conditions and discriminatory pay and go on strike.

This pivotal moment in British social history is brought to the

screen with emotional honesty, natural humour - many of the

workplace scenes are extremely funny as a result - and a true

sense of period. The ensemble cast are on top form while the

cracking sixties soundtrack adds to the atmosphere. 

Oliver Twist 7/10/11
1948 / 116 min. / B&W

Director: David Lean

John Howard Davies, Alec Guinness, Robert Newton, 

Kay Walsh

The second of David Lean's Dickens adaptations (following

Great Expectations), expertly condenses the enormous novel

into two intense hours that stay true to both the novel’s plot and

intent. Widely recognised as the most successful cinematic

version of Dickens’ most famous novel, It pulls no punches,

not least when it comes to Guinness’s highly charged – and

controversial – portrayal of Fagin. By sad coincidence, this

screening also stands as a tribute to Davies (Oliver Twist) who

died in August 2010. After a successful career as a child actor,

the adult Davies went into television production, bringing us

Monty Python, The Goodies, Steptoe and Son, Fawlty Towers,

The Good Life and Mr Bean among many others. 

A Man for All Season 16/10/11
1966 / 120 min. / Colour Sunday Matinée - 3:00pm

Director: Fred Zinnemann

Paul Scofield, John Hurt, Orson Welles, Leo McKern,

Robert Shaw, Vanessa Redgrave, Wendy Hiller

In this sweeping adaptation of Bolt's successful play about

Thomas More, Zinnemann maintains the verbal intensity of the

original drama but sets it against the visual grandeur of Tudor

England. Whatever may have occurred on set, Zinnemann

handled his A-list trans-Atlantic cast with commendable skill,

blending potentially scene-stealing performances into a

cohesive and highly energised whole. The result is a powerful

story, powerfully told with plenty of light and shade. Perfect

Sunday afternoon entertainment. And be forever grateful that

Charlton Heston didn’t get the coveted title role.
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Carry On Cleo 30/3/12
1964 / 92 min. / Colour

Director: Gerald Thomas

Sidney James, Charles Hawtrey, Kenneth Connor, 

Joan Sims, Amanda Barrie 

OK, it isn’t high culture, but the Carry On series is such an icon

of British cinema that we could not resist including one of their

guilty pleasures and, in these terms, Cleo has much to

recommend it: a strong script (containing one of the greatest

one-liners); fabulous sets and costumes (courtesy of Pinewood

left-behinds from Cleopatra starring Burton and Taylor) and a

wonderful disregard for historical accuracy. Great fun.

Ice Cold in Alex 13/4/12
1958 / 129 min. / B&W 7:00 for 7:30

Director: J. Lee Thompson

John Mills, Sylvia Syms, Mary Clare, Anthony Quayle

We close our celebration with a true and much-loved classic.

It's 1942 and in the Libyan war zone an ambulance with two

frightened nurses, a sergeant major and a fatigued – and thirsty

- John Mills is on a desperate journey to reach the safety of

Alexandria. Then they pick up a stray South African officer but

who exactly is he? A simple premise and complex characters

brilliantly portrayed combine to create high excitement and

nail-biting tension: How can they possibly escape? Is there an

enemy within? Will John Mills hold it together? To find out,

you’ll have to join us for a well-chilled Carlsberg in

Westerham Hall.

As our  season finale this film will start 7:30pm and a hot

supper will be served in the interval.

The Great White Silence 1/4/12
1924 / 106 min. / Hand Tints Sunday Matinée - 3:00pm

Director: Herbert G. Ponting

Robert Falcon Scott, Herbert G. Ponting

To mark the centenary of Scott’s ill-fated Terra Nova

expedition to the South Pole we have a special screening of

this remarkable film was shot during the expedition by Herbert

Ponting. Ponting was a talented photographer and

cinematographer but did not join Scott for the final leg and

consequently returned home safely with his films which lay

untouched until he edited them in 1924. We will be showing a

newly restored print of the resulting documentary

accompanied by a specially commissioned score by Simon

Fisher Turner . A not-to-be-missed opportunity to witness one

of the most famous episodes in British endeavour. The film

will be introduced by guest speakers.



Membership Application

Title: Initials:

Surname:

Address:

Post Code:

Telephone number:

E-mail address:
(Please include your email address if you have one, it will not be passed

to any other parties and will solely be used for Fleapit communication.)

Annual Individual Membership £30

Concession (student/senior citizen) £25

Annual Family Members £55

Concession (student/senior citizen) £45

Please complete the above and send with your
cheque, made payable to:

THE FLEAPIT CINEMA CLUB, 
c/o Mark Mountjoy, The Manor House,
Westerham, Kent, TN16 1TN

Membership entitles entrance to all films at no extra
cost. Family membership covers two or more adults
and/or children living at the same address. 
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Tawny Pipit 18/11/11
1947 / 81 min. / B&W

Directors: Bernard Miles and Charles Saunders

Bernard Miles, Rosamund John, Niall MacGinnis

Filmed in and around the Cotswolds, this gentle comedy is a

forgotten classic. A fighter pilot, recovering from injuries

sustained during the Battle of Britain, stumbles across a pair of

the rare and eponymous birds nesting in a field while on a

recuperative walk with his nurse, now his girlfriend. After a

run in with bureaucrats and a couple of thieves, they join forces

with the village and the Ornithology Society to ensure the

precious eggs survive and hatch. This is a wonderful window

on post-wartime rural life, complete with a fiery Colonel and

well-meaning vicar. It is also a true, if unintentional,

companion piece to Went the Day Well that was so enjoyed the

season before last. 

Peeping Tom 4/11/11
1960 / 109 min. / Colour

Director: Michael Powell

Karl Heinz Böhm, Moira Shearer, Anna Massey

now acknowledged as a masterpiece ranking alongside

Hitchcock's best, the initial hostility that greeted Michael

Powell's powerful meditation on violence and voyeurism

effectively destroyed his career. Böhm is Mark, the son of a

psychologist who filmed a journal of the boy's upbringing for

research. The constant intrusions profoundly affected him, and

while he became a photographer; his principal subject was the

women he murdered in front of the camera so that he could

study their reactions to death in a perverse extension of his

father's experiments. A unique, brave and uncompromising

film that is never gratuitous.

Animal Farm 21/10/11
1954 / 73 min. / Colour

Directors: John Halas and Joy Batchelor

Maurice Denham, Gordon Heath

This is the first ever British full-length animated film, though

we are showing it because it can still hold its own against

anything Disney or Studio Ghibli have produced before or

since. There is no doubt that the innovative British animation

firm of Halas and Batchelor were aware of Disney’s cute

anthropomorphism, but this slight stylistic nod is as far as

imitation goes. Their film remains true to Orwell’s pointed and

biting conclusions on the Russian Revolution - the satire is

never compromised by sentiment. Gordon Heath narrates

while Maurice Denham supplies the voices.



Magic Lantern Show 15/1/12
Presenters: Richard & Jan Rigby Sunday Matinée - 3:00pm
Before cinema, there was The Magic Lantern and we are
delighted to welcome Richard & Jan Rigby - from The Magic
Lantern Society - to entertain us with their unique collection of
original slides (all British of course), shown on their period
equipment. They will transport us back in time as they recreate
a Magic Lantern show from when this phantasmagorical
entertainment was at its peak. If you’ve ever wondered what
the your forefathers did to let their hair down, join us for this
unique opportunity to experience the delights of their favourite
family diversion - including a little gentle audience
participation. To add to the sense of occasion, we’ll be serving
a Victorian tea.

Trainspotting 6/1/12
1996 / 94 min. / Colour

Director: Danny Boyle

Ewan McGregor, Jonny Lee Miller, Ewan Bremner, 

Robert Carlyle

This tale of a group of heroin addicts is hard-hitting, as funny

as it is periodically disturbing and ultimately redemptive. It is

no apology for drug use but rather offers a realistic and

objective explanation of why some are inexorably drawn to so

destructive a lifestyle. The plot is strong, the characters acutely

defined and the drama unfolds with gripping intensity. It’s an

important film that put Danny Boyle on the map (and led

eventually to him directing Slumdog Millionaire) and also

helped re-establish British cinema as an international force. It’s

a film with a message but a message that’s never preached.

Monty Python’s Life of Brian 9/12/11
1979 / 93 min. / Colour

Director: Terry Jones

Graham Chapman, John Cleese, Terry Gilliam,

Eric Idle, Terry Jones, Michael Palin, Spike Milligan,

George Harrison

30 or so years on, it seems strange that, in its time, this film

was as controversial as Peeping Tom (it was banned by 39 local

authorities). Today, though, the film can be enjoyed as one of

the all-time great British comedies, both The Guardian and C4

named it “Greatest comedy film of all time”. It’s awash with

brilliant set pieces – “what have the Romans ever done for us”,

Cleese’s lesson in Latin grammar, the stoning scene etc. – and

has many equally memorable comic performances. Given

Python’s propensity to follow one genius sketch with six of

appalling mediocrity, perhaps the most satisfying aspect of Life

of Brian is the consistent brilliance of its script. 



Silent Night  XI 3/2/12
We once again welcome Stephen Horne as our accompanist. 

Rescued by Rover
1905. UK - 8 min. B&W 

Director: Cecil M. Hepworth

Kipps 
1921 / 100 min. / B&W 

Director: Harold M. Shaw

George K. Arthur, Edna Flugrath, Christine Rayner

Based on H. G. Wells’ classic 1905 novel, Kipps is the

humorous and sympathetic story of an orphan being raised by

his uncle and aunt. Before he leaves home to be apprenticed as

a draper he and his best friend, Ann, cut a sixpence in half each

taking one half as a keepsake – hence the title of the Tommy

Steel musical adaptation. His life then changes when he is run

down by a playwright and consequently meets a solicitor

called Bean…One of the best loved of the early British silent

features, this version does full justice to Wells’ heart-warming

story.

Kes 20/1/12
1969 / 112 min. / Colour

Director: Ken Loach

David Bradley, Brian Glover, Colin Welland

Ken Loach’s finest film tells the story of 15-year-old Billy

Casper. Abused, neglected and ridiculed at home and school, a

hopeless future beckons until he finds a fledgling kestrel (Kes)

who he raises, nurtures, and trains. But when his brother gives

him the money to place a bet and Billy decides to spend it on

food for Kes, things take an unpleasant turn… Compelling and

uncompromising, Kes is the highpoint of social realism in

1960’s British cinema and Loach’s recurring themes of

alienation and deprivation find their genius loci in the film’s

Yorkshire setting. 

It Always Rains on Sunday 17/2/12
1947 / 92 min. / B&W

Director: Robert Hamer

Googie Withers, Edward Chapman, Jack Warner

In this Ealing Studios drama - one of the earliest British slice-

of-life films - Tommy Swann is seeking to better himself

through crime. Escaping from prison, Swann hides out in the

home of Rose, his equally dissatisfied former mistress who has

since married. But Swann's return has a devastating effect on

all their lives, not least his own…Googie Withers’ portrayal of

Rose is generally regarded as her best screen role and stands as

a fitting tribute to one of our finest actresses.



Yield to the Night 16/3/12
1956 / 99 min. / B&W

Director: J. Lee Thompson 

Diana Dors, Michael Craig, Harry Locke, Mercia Shaw

Diana Dors’ unfairly sensationalised private life has led to her

being remembered as a celebrity rather than as an exceptional

actress. This film puts the record straight. She plays Mary

Hilton, a young shop assistant who falls hopelessly in love

with a would-be musician, Jim. She leaves her neglectful

husband only for Jim's interest in her to diminish when he is

attracted to a much wealthier and older woman. Soon Mary’s

love for Jim transmutes into an unrelenting hatred for her

rival resulting in murder and a death sentence. The story is

told in flashback as she waits to learn if she is to hang or not

while trying to resolve her relationships with her mother,

brother, and husband. Absorbing and gripping to the end, this

is Dors’ true legacy.

Black Narcissus 11/3/12
1947 / 100 min. / Colour Sunday Matinée - 3:00pm

Director: Michael Powell & Emeric Pressburger

Deborah Kerr, Flora Robson, Jean Simmons 

One of our most requested films, Black narcissus tells the

story of a group of Anglican nuns who set up a school and

hospital in the Himalayas to convert and ‘civilise’ the locals.

But they find themselves increasingly seduced by the

sensuality of their surroundings and tensions mount... The

Powell / Pressburger partnership was one of the most

successful and influential in British cinema and this film

comes from their most productive and creative period. High

concept, high drama and great entertainment.

Rhosyn a Rhith Coming Up Roses 2/3/12
1987 / 95 min. / Colour

Director: Stephen Bayly

Dafydd Hywel, Iola Gregory, Olive Michael

At first we thought a British Season would mean forgoing a

foreign language film - but no... this engaging comedy drama

is set in a sleepy south Wales town where Trevor is the

projectionist at the local fleapit and Mona sells sweets and ice

cream. The cinema is in a bad way and the owner finally

decides to shut it down, leaving Trevor and Mona without a

job. Trevor borrows several hundred pounds from the cinema

manager but when circumstances conspire to force early

repayment, he and Mona decide to raise mushrooms in the

cinema’s dark, dank interior…The film’s subtitled dialogue is

in Welsh  - a first, no doubt, for all of us.


